ABSTRACT
The goal of understanding competition and coexistence among generalists and We can simplify this by noting that, if burst sizes are large, then at equilibrium most The predictions from this equation plotted in Figure 1 (c) illustrate three main points.
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First, heterogeneity in death rates increases the break-even host values, skewing them potential host can qualitatively alter whether it is beneficial to exploit that host.
Intuitively, when the prevalence of a potential host is low, then the long-lived phage encounter that potential host (Fig, 1(b) ). Finally, the approximation in Eq. 4 performs the system (Appendix A), validating the use of opportunity costs to predict these 1 5 6
outcomes. 
populations. However, phage populations may exhibit long-term persistence without 1 8 0 equilibrium through stable oscillations or limit cycles (Levin et al. 1977; Weitz 2016 without an explicit treatment of host mortality.
Figure 2(a-c) depicts the long-term behavior of systems with only the specialist phage
and host A. Significant latent periods induce periodic dynamics, with a longer latent To further explore this result, we examined the fine-grain dynamics of competition range specialists have an advantage (Fig. 3) . Exhaustion of host A and, to a lesser While Fig. 3 shows an equilibrium between specialists and generalists, the mechanism 2 1 3 of stable coexistence is not apparent. We hypothesized that the impact of generalists on its cost. Mathematically, we can test this hypothesis by removing the phage mortality
, from Eq. 6. With mortality, generalists increase when common (i.e., 498. population is the result of heritable traits. PloS one, 9(12), e116235. and specialists increased when rare; other points are elided. for which both generalists and specialists increased when rare; other points are omitted. 
